2019 Support Opportunities

**TALON SOCIETY**
Support TRC’s programs and operations and receive invitations to special events.
$1,000

**TRC AT THE MOVIES**
Be our producer for a film ad that will be seen by over 100,000 moviegoers.
$3,000

**PUBLIC EDUCATION**
Help us connect to visitors around the world as we showcase our avian ambassadors.
$5,000

**ACTIVITY BOOKLET**
Share our newest publication with students and children who benefit from our educational programs.
$6,000

**TRC AMBASSADORS**
Invest in TRC’s dedicated volunteers who gave over 9,000 hours in 2018.
$7,000

**STAFF DEVELOPMENT**
Provide valuable staff training opportunities to deepen and share our expertise.
$8,000

**EDUCATION MATERIALS**
Support outreach program materials and classroom engagement.
$9,000

**GIVING TUESDAY**
Support TRC’s programs through this national day of giving with a matching challenge.
$10,000

**RAPTORFEST**
Sponsor this unique community celebration of raptors for thousands of locals and visitors.
$15,000

2019 FUNDED

2019 FUNDED

2019 FUNDED

2019 FUNDED

2019 PARTIALLY FUNDED
**INVEST IN INTERNS**
Provide internship opportunities, housing, training, and stipends.

- **$25,000**

---

**FEED THE BIRDS**
Nourish and care for TRC’s team of Avian Ambassadors.

- **$25,000**

---

**OLD BILL’S MATCH**
Your gift ensures that TRC qualifies for Old Bill’s maximum match.

- **$30,000**

---

**FLIGHT CHALLENGE**
Support our End-of-Year campaign and the production of 8,000 Flight Log newsletters.

- **$40,000**

---

**LEAD-FREE RAPTORS**
Enable TRC to implement a broad-scale non-lead awareness program.

- **$50,000**

---

**PROGRAM IMPACT**
Invest in a unique suite of programs that support all three pillars: Education, Research, & Rehab.

- **$100,000**

---

**TRC’S CAPITAL CAMPAIGN**
A WORLD CLASS HOME FOR RAPTOR CONSERVATION

Teton Raptor Center has begun work to create a world class home for raptor conservation at the Moseley/Hardeman Barns. Over the past 10 years, TRC’s deep integration of education, research, and rehabilitation has set a new standard for effective raptor conservation. Our site improvements will create permanent indoor and outdoor education program facilities, a flight barn, new clinic, and expanded bird enclosures to showcase best practices and improve rehabilitation outcomes and bird care. And, after years in multiple locations, new work, meeting, and storage spaces will bring TRC staff and volunteers together in one location to reach new heights in raptor conservation.

*Soar with us!*

For more information, or to set up a visit, contact David Watson, Development Director
307.203.2551 or david@tetonraptorcenter.org.
www.tetonraptorcenter.org